This paper concerns the colour applied in antiquity to the cuttings of letters and the surrounding smooth surface of the inscribed stone, exploring the inherent dualism contained in the Greek verb, γράφω (grapho), embracing both colour and shape in the making of signs, hence epigraphy, is literally the study of coloured signs (γραφαί), or when the colour and its support is lost, that of the vacant shadow shape left in the material surface 1 . A graphē (γραφή) or coloured sign representing something more than itself, an element of a visual code recorded in both colour and shape, as with the colours and forms comprising the Egyptian hieroglyphic script 2 , of coloured signs understood to be both sacred and alive (coloured), hence ta hiera grammata = God's Words 3 .
There was through association with the use of the same colours elsewhere in the physical and literary environment of antiquity, meaning attached to the colour employed in a sign-graphē. This language of colours can be related to the colours associated with the two sacred messengers 4 , Iris, of the coloured rainbow bridge between the world and the divine, and Hermes, the messenger between Zeus and Hades -that is, respectively of the seven colours of the visible spectrum and the binary of black and white. Both winged messengers concerned with conveying instruction and with Hades, but respectively in multi-chrome and mono-chrome, Fig. 1 . Fig. 1. Attic Red-Figure Stamnos From Vulci, Etruria. c. 480-470 B.C. (Beazley No. 201979 ) Paris, Musée du Louvre, No. G 192 
. Painting of Zeus Sending Forth the Messengers Iris and Hermes, Attributed to the Berlin Painter. In Iconographic Terms, One of the Most Important of Vase Painted Scenes, Depicting a Source of the Message and Both of the Messengers. It is of Note that Zeus has Already Given Iris her Instructions, She is on her Way Airborne, Kerykeion in Hand, Fleet Feet in Space, while Zeus is Still Giving his Instructions to Hermes, the Younger of the Messengers.

1
This paper was first presented at the XIX Symposium on Mediterranean Archaeology held in Kemer, Antalya in 2015. The coloured slides from the symposium presentation with additions are at: https://www.acade mia.edu/18447759/19th_SOMA_12-14_Nov._2015_Kemer_Antalya_Turkey_Not_just A more extensive paper on this subject and providing examples of the associations that can be drawn contextualising colours in antiquity is in preparation for publication. Hdt. II. 36. 4: "They employ two kinds of writing; one is called sacred, the other demotic".
3
For the literal meaning of hieroglyphs = 'God's Words ', e.g. Daniels 1996, 73. 4 For depiction of Iris holding the infant Hermes see, Antiken-sammlungen, Munich, Number J291 (source: http://www.theoi.com/Gallery/P21.4.html).
Not just the Shadows on the Stone 271
The seven colours of the rainbow, of Iris, swift-footed rainbow messenger of the gods 5 on the multi-coloured road, daughter of Thaumas, the Wondrous One, son of Sea and Earth, and of Electra, sister of the Harpies (Hes. theog. 265), Iris of the rainbow, ἶρις -τέρας was a portent, her rainbow a sign, a marker in colours of the message -marking the messenger bringing meaning from the sacred, a survivor from the world before Hermes, "So spake he (Zeus), and stormfooted Iris hasted to bear his message, and went forth from the mountains of Ida to high Olympus" 6 . Plato remarks through Socrates, "Iris also seems to have got her name from εἴρειν, because she is a messenger" (Plat. Krat. 408b) , and is therefore important for our understanding of the formerly clearly understood linkage between meaning and colour, of the rainbow of colours and the message, as in the colour and the shape of letter and, perhaps above all, in the realisation of wonder θαῦμα, and so of the sacred, as Plato relates: "Socrates:… For this feeling of wonder shows that you are a philosopher, since wonder is the only beginning of philosophy, and he who said that Iris was the child of Thaumas-θαῦμα made a good genealogy" 7 .
The handmaiden of wonder-θαῦμα 8 , colour, was certainly employed in reference to the sacred as noted above, the sacred letters were in colour, colours embodied the sacred language, coloured forms vibrating purest in this world written in an arc from the sacred to the world in "a garment of a thousand tints" 9 the numinous rainbow. Homer used this image of the coloured arc as a portent, "As Zeus stretcheth forth for mortals a lurid rainbow from out of heaven to be a portent whether of war…" 10 as later Josephus was to record of Yahweh speaking to the Prophet Noah, "But I will give you a sign that I have left off my anger by my bow [whereby is meant the rainbow, for they determined that the rainbow was the bow of God]. And when God had said and promised thus, he went away"
11 . In the mosaic depiction in the Church of S. Vitale, Ravenna, both Emperor Justinian and Empress Theodora have a gold halo bordered by a scarlet outer and a purple inner rim, thereby embracing the spectrum of the numinous rainbow.
Due to the association of message/messenger from the holy to the ruler, in both spiritual and temporal terms the purple of the messenger of the sacred became the royal-imperial colour -"raised to the purple", "born in the purple". Colour carried meaning, to be interpreted and understood, it had repeated, echoed and reinforced associations, there was a vocabulary and language(s) of colour, colour formerly was an understood language, quite as much as the signs that comprised the other half of the written sign/word, and, as colour was combined with letter, colour could talk in words, it had a voice that echoed and resonated, it could strengthen and bring emphasis to the letters and words of a text and then, indubitably, what was produced was a complete sign γράφω, colour was in and with the sign, like the colouring both within and surrounding the shape of the letter of a carved inscription in stone. Then there is the slightly later inscribed record from Epidauros of ca. 400-350 B.C., '...ἐγκό̣ λ̣ α-ψ̣ ιν καὶ [ἔνκ] α̣ υ̣ σιν...' concerning the cost of the carving and of the 'encaustic' colouring of the carved shapes of the letters 18 ; an inscription which ties together both parts of a grapho, the shape (holding the colour) and the colour.
It seems evident that on occasion colour combinations identified inscriptions and that the colour of these inscriptions were renewed over time, in part from civic pride, as also presumably forming a part of the ritual of grave and temple visitation. It is likewise evident with the elevated locations and the nature of the rock surfaces that carry carved inscriptions that it was only through the colouring of both letters and the background, coloured to contrast with the letters that these inscriptions would have been legible to the person standing below. 14 The connection given by the sophists, between the rainbow of seven colours, the musical notes, the known objects in the solar system, and the days of the week, in part broken by Isaac Newton's use of the word violet rather than purple in his Optiks of 1704. 15 , with the paper squeezes described as "paper-casts", distinct from 'cast' (plaster) and 'copy' (drawing by pen), only the last method of recording does no damage to any colour remaining in an inscription. Today, as a direct consequence of taking 'epigraphic' casts/squeezes of these inscriptions, the letter forms have been almost entirely emptied of both visible colour and of the former support for this colour work (Fig. 2) Slatter 1994, 276. 34 Likewise e.g. Schmidt 1867, Limyra, cat. no. 3, 5, 10, 12, 13, 16, Xanthos, cat. no. 2, 3, 4, 5, 9. 
Many coloured inscriptions were recorded in Lycia in
Fig. 2. An Inscription at Tlos in Lycian that Remained Coloured into the Mid-19 th Century but Which Today Lies Emptied of all Visible Colour due to the Taking of So-Called Epigraphic Squeezes, to Supposedly
Preserve the Epigraphic Record.
The nature of the problem facing epigraphers today is that over the past 200 years, with the European led systematic taking of impressions-clichés: paper squeezes, plaster casts, latex or silicone moulds/squeezes etc., and the education of Turkish trained epigraphers in these same methods, the surface of the inscription is most thoroughly cleaned to obtain the clearest possible impression of the cutting made for the inscription. In consequence any remaining in situ traces of colour of the inscription, visible or invisible to the human eye, together with the support for this colouring, are often unwittingly destroyed, to obtain a so-called copy of the text, but which is rather to be understood as being an exact copy of a colourless text e.g. Fig. 2 . There is no standard titled section in the publication of an inscription to record the remains of pigment, visible to the eye or to instruments such as spectroscopes; nor for record of any remaining areas of any preparatory surfacing applied to the letters of an inscription, thereby indicating the former presence of colouring and sealant, Figs. 3 and 5.
A noteworthy passage concerning cleaning the inscribed surface to take an 'epigraphic' squeeze was provided in the epigraphic textbook written by A. E. Gordon published in 1983:
"…one cleans the inscribed surface with a small cleaning brush, with or without water, so as to remove all dirt, incrustations of lichens, etc., and (modern) paint without damaging the surface or removing any ancient minium that may still be present,…"
35 .
This passage expects the epigrapher in the field faced with colour on a newly discoveredexcavated Latin inscription to recognised and remove '(modern) paint' while leaving the 'ancient minium', the red colouring, intact. The implication being that only ancient minium was employed on Roman inscriptions, to be preserved, any other colour is almost certainly '(modern)', to be removed! No chance of any traces of in situ pigment other than ancient minium surviving those educated in this squeeze taking process.
A clear warning concerning the danger in taking a squeeze was publicised by Sir W. M. F.
Petrie 111 years ago in his, Methods and Aims in Archaeology: "But on all coloured work and any kind of tender stone, wet squeezing is a crime, as it destroys the original. Fatuous tourists and brazen students have wrecked innumerable monuments by wet squeezing, and it is now necessarily prohibited in (British administered) Egypt unless special permission is obtained to do 35 Gordon 1983, 31. some object which cannot be injured by it" The fact that the latex squeeze can strip off any in situ traces of pigment and support left on the inscription is not mentioned, it is the stone itself which was, and remains the focus of attention, not the surfacing, pigment and sealant. In 2011 S. M. Sullivan recorded: "Due to concerns of causing damage to the stele (the Drakon Stele of 409/8 B.C.), further cleaning of its surface is no longer allowed and the creation of new squeezes is not permitted" 40 .
Meanwhile in Turkey official permission to take epigraphic squeezes remains forthcoming for both Turkish and foreign epigraphers, of newly discovered inscriptions brought to Turkish museums, published in RECAM, 41 at Halikarnassos in silicone in 1996, at Zeugma, in latex in 2000 and paper squeezes in 2000 and 2002, three impressions made of the same inscription in the space of three years, etc. etc.
First, all remaining traces of sealant and colouring, then the support for it are lost from the stone, then the surface of the stone itself suffers damage from the cleaning, pounding and chemical reactions the epigraphic surface undergoes, in order to provide copies of vacant shadows cast onto the paper of an epigraphic squeeze; while in obtaining a latex or silicone cast, if friable, the surface of the stone can peel off, or stain the stone, or 'cook' onto the epigraphic surface (Fig. 4 ), yet none of these epigraphic documents had been checked for any remaining 36 microscopic traces of colour or of surfacing through employing scientific instruments such as a Raman or other spectroscope before these squeezes were taken.
If one takes the trouble to think about this matter it is surely evident that the taking of any form of epigraphic squeeze before the epigraphic surface is scientifically checked for any visible or detectable traces of colour is quite simply an act of vandalism, equivalent of washing the coloured text from an illuminated vellum page. It is the destruction of one half of the meaning of the word graphō by people who have been trained in the study of epigraphō, epigraphers.
Fig. 4. Left Behind by Austrian Epigraphers at Tlos Decades Ago in Their Attempt to Take Away Another Copy of the Empty Shadows of an Already Squeezed and Published Inscription, The Latex has 'Cooked' into the Epigraphic Surface of the Inscription and Removal without the Destruction of the Surfacing and Surface of the Stone Seems Impossible.
The vast collections of squeezes assembled in both European and American institutions since the start of the 19 th century record only the shadows on the stone, and they also indicate the truly enormous loss of evidence of surfacing and the stripping off of any remaining traces of colouring that has been consequent upon the collecting of in excess of 140,000 epigraphic squeezes. It is most fortunately the case that so few academic disciplines have seriously and with vigour over the course of the past two centuries, first with paper, then latex beginning 70 years ago, today with silicone, destroyed so much of the physical evidence required to fully address their own discipline, a discipline which certainly concerns the binary content of these inscriptions, both the colour and forms employed. Any remaining evidence of the colour content of the glyphs of the text is destroyed, one part of the content put there in antiquity to convey meaning, is typically unthinkingly cleaned away, traces brushed, scraped, scrubbed and washed away -often by the person studying only half of the meaning embodied in the word γράφω, graphō, the empty shape of the letters -rather like someone trying to read the name Io, who had "traced in dust the letters of her name with cloven hoof; and thus her sad estate was known…" 42 , one trained to read only the empty shadows in the dust.
There is no mention of colour, of colour codes, of hierarchies and associations, of providing textual emphasis, reinforcing legibility through colour; nor that the scientific discipline of epigraphy denoted by the word-stem graphō also includes: to colour, draw, sketch, hence Ζωγράφος painter, and the words, σκηνογραφία, Agatharchus's perspectival scene-painting for the staging of a tragedy by Aeschylus, 43 and σκιαγραφία, Apollodorus's shadow-painting, 44 from the end of the 6 th -5 th century B.C., 45 as well as to write, incise or carve. Nor yet that in the 5 th century B.C. Thucydides understood the letters of an inscription to be coloured -for Thucydides, letter was colour and coloured was the word 46 . This combination -the dual content of the word grapho-γράφω, was simply understood in the 5 th century B.C. -if not apparently by many epigraphers today. In consequence, there is the on-going loss of evidence of colouring from newly discovered inscriptions, continuing the course and practice established by European epigraphers over the past 200 years, sometimes in the mistaken belief that the bright colours on the stone must be modern 47 . Stripped of coloured markers, of emphasis, of meaning within its coloured context, the empty shadow letters of an epigraphic squeeze or of a black and white published text, are quite different things from the living coloured text.
This understood equivalence in purveying meaning between the shape of the letter-word and its colour, as between text and painting extended through antiquity as Plutarch records:
"Even though artists with colour and design, and writers with words and phrases, represent the same subjects, they differ in the material and the manner of their imitation; and yet the underlying end and aim of both is one and the same; the most effective historian is he who, by a vivid representation of emotions and characters, makes his narration like a painting"
48 .
And this remained the case right through the medieval and into the Early Modern Period, that colour and design, as words and phrases and vice versa were combined to convey meaning. J. Simpson writes of the poem Anticlaudianus by Alan of Lille (c. 1116/1117 -1202/1203), that, "For Alan, then, the art of writing and painting are equivalent." 49 . A painting was like a coloured text, as a coloured text was like a painting, as is clearly visible to anyone looking at an illuminated manuscript, Islamic, Christian, Jewish or other, and, at times the letters were not just vividly coloured but were inhabited by plants, people and creatures, the word was no dead letter, no monotone, no vacant empty shadow word, but alive and represented as such, an integral part of a living coloured text. Gordon 1983, 31 . Likewise the traces of sky blue background to the red letters of a Lycaonian inscription, (Alkan 2014, 53) , Fig. 5 here, were initially thought to be modern paint, being so bright, and so should be cleaned off, my thanks to The colour/shape binary has been severed in epigraphic study -only shape/form counts and this today can be recorded by RTI without taking either a cast or squeeze. Yet with Spectral Imaging 51 , UV and Raman spectroscopy etc. minute traces of colouring are now detectable on newly excavated inscriptions, even if invisible to the naked eye. It seems vital to ensure for all newly discovered inscriptions that modern non-invasive spectroscopes are used by responsible epigraphers and archaeologists, together with recording any in situ evidence of the support for colouring, before any more evidence of colour, implicit in the carving of the form of the letters of an inscription and visible or invisible to the naked eye is removed, evidence lost preventing the better understanding of the text, simply put, vandalism.
With the evidence of colour and surfacing thus acquired, the language of colours employed in antiquity can, at least in part, be recovered, giving a better idea of the full semiotic-visual-linguistic content of these inscriptions; not only reading the shapes of the letters of the text 52 but also 'reading' the colour coded content and context, and thereby approaching the way these inscriptions were 'read' in antiquity. The final step being to establish and to relate the context of colour and sign within which the individual epigraphic document was placed and to attempt to describe how a public document, often itself amongst other coloured public documents and structures, was understood by both the literate and illiterate, including the probable recognition of the epigraphic document as belonging to a particular colour coded type etc. The lack of sustained academic endeavour to understand the relationship between colour and sign in epigraphic documents and the way the reading and meaning of the text is altered by colour loss, as indicated by Thucydides, is not only because so much colour has been lost over time, and erased in quantity from the 19 th century onwards to provide a so-called 'scientific', colourless record of the shapes of an inscription; but also because 'bold' colouring remains a controversial matter, associated in the trained European Enlightenment neo-classical mind with Catholicism and Medievalism, bad taste and vulgarity, associating bold colours with non-white colouring. This prejudice was in some considerable part due to the influential writings of the Prussian founder of Art History and of scientific Archaeology, the neo-classicist, emphasis upon the word 'neo' -Johann J. Winckelmann (1717-68), whose early exposure to the sculpture of antiquity came from black and white engravings, medals and gypsum casts of largely Roman works. He held the "belief that the material of an art work detracts from our perception of its beauty, representing but a phase through which the beauty must pass before it becomes pure" 53 . Hence, marbles should be clean. In respect to the surviving works of antiquity he was concerned with "edle Einfalt und stille Größe" -noble simplicity and quiet grandeur, the neo-classical ideal, the rich colours employed in antiquity came as a shock, to be removed, as subsequently with the Parthenon-Elgin marbles, the last visible traces of colour removed in 'cleaning' in 1938 55 . Through prejudice the ancient colouring was largely ignored in popularising 'classical ideals' thrust upon antiquity by the neo-classical view, founded upon selected literary sources and influential plaster-cast collections. Winckelmann's preference for male over female form, Hermes over Isis, for form over colour, for male over female was perhaps not particularly surprising given his personal life of homosexuality 56 .
The two-tone Hermes has triumphed over the iridescent Iris, shape over colour, the γραφή/ graphē, the binary of colour + shape, reduced to shape alone, studied by what can be described as Epigraphos monophthalmos, the one-eyed epigrapher, trained to read the empty shape of the sign and who aims to fully understand and publish 'the text', empty of colour, to be read and 'understood' empty of colour by the reader. It has remained the case for the past two centuries that the form of the letters and words has had absolute priority over any traces of the colour remaining beneath the dirt of centuries, and so today only shadow remains, where colour once was, but, under modern scientific investigation some traces of colour or of its support can still be detected on already cleaned, published inscriptions, through the employment of ultra-violet light spectrometry, Raman spectroscopy and raking light photography etc.
Conclusions
Adding to the content, visibility and legibility, the coloured line(s) of letters-signs, contrasting with the surrounding coloured background, provided the visual aspect of the text. The vocabulary of colours employed served as an identifier from a distance for certain types of inscriptions and a reminder of a lived reality; colour on statues, walls, columns, textiles and inscriptions, through the associations made with different colours, which formed a visible reminder of the reality of the sacred -the rainbow of seven colours of the messenger goddess and the black and white of the messenger god -and thereby of human proximity via these coloured signs in this world to the Alive of the non-temporal realm. The colours associated with these two messengers formed a bridge of associations between worlds, articulating meaning in the signs of inscriptions, making the text alive -resonating in the world. Colour was read as an integral part of the letters and words on the prepared smoothed epigraphic coloured surface, which can today be searched for, recovered and understood, thereby breathing life again into the dead and empty forms of the letters. At a fundamental level the use of colour in ancient texts means that the black and white publication of ancient texts today does not transmit the same vocabulary of meanings as were conveyed to the reader of the coloured text in antiquity -this is simple to understand. Remove the colour from the sign and you will have changed or abolished its mean- Leppmann 1971, 209-12. ing. Print a coloured text in black and white and the content and meaning of the signs are changed, the text is understood differently and epigraphy, the study of coloured signs, surely requires that the language embodied in the colour of the sign be as well understood as the language embodied in the form of the sign. We would then be wearing bifocals, rather than continuing to read the texts of antiquity through a 'corrective' colour-blind neo-classical monocle. 
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